UPPER CASE
Letter Worksheets
A Cognitive Approach to Teaching Printing to Primary School Aged Children

Printing Like a Pro!

Developed by Ivonne Montgomery, Occupational Therapist,
Edited by Jill Zwicker, PhD OT(C)
This letter is a "**Downer**" Start at the top line

---

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

---

Print inside the boxes.

---

Print the letter.

---

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a “Downer”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a “Downer”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a “Downer”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Downer"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Downer"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
Rounders

C, O, Q, G

Group 2
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This letter is a “Rounder”
Start just below the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Around, leave open

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
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This letter is a “Rounder”
Start just below the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
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This letter is a “Rounder”
Start just below the top line

Around, close, lift, and slide down

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Rounder"  
Start just below the top line

Around, open, and straight back

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
Curvers
S, J, U
and
P, B, R, D

Groups 3 and 4
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This letter is a “Curver”
Start just below the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Curver"
Start at the top line

Down, curve back, lift and across the top

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Curver"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Curver"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Curver"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.

Down, lift, curve forward, close, curve forward and close
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This letter is a “Curver”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a “Curver”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
Sliders
V, W, X, A, N, M, Z
and
Y, K

Groups 5 and 6
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This letter is a “Slider”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print the letter. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.

Slide down, and slide up
This letter is a “Slider”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.

This letter is a “Slider”
Start at the top line

Slide down, slide up, slide down, and slide up
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This letter is a "Slider"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a “Slider.”
Start at the top line.

Slide back, lift, slide down, and across the middle.

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
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This letter is a “Slider”
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a “Slider”
Start at the top line

Down, lift, slide down, slide up and down

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Slider"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Slider"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
This letter is a "Slider"
Start at the top line

Print inside the lines. Remember to say out loud how to form the letter.

Print inside the boxes.

Print the letter.

Print the letter again. Then circle your 3 best and neatest letters.
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